High-end benefits
in entry-level digital

Connected to the world

Innovative Hearing Solutions

Experience a world
of high-end benefits with Neo

Connected to the world

What features do you need to solve your
client’s problems?
Until now, it was always necessary to use high-end
digital hearing instruments to get the features that
you want for your clients.
Neo, Connected to the world
Renew the connection between your client and
their world.

Open fitting with large vents
Adaptive feedback cancellation
Noise reduction
Directional microphones
Multiple programs
Multiple channels
Expansion
Automatic telecoil
Telecoil boost
Push button control
FM compatibility
Reliable and accurate software

Innovative Hearing Solutions

High-end features

High-end features are now
accessible to everybody.
Neo has all of the essential elements
to bring satisfaction to your client.
Features that you once could only have
in high-end hearing instruments are now
available in the entry-level category.

Connected to the world

Neo has:
OpenFit™
Adaptive Feedback Cancellation
Adaptive Noise Reduction in 8 frequency bands
Directional microphones with active
microphone matching
Multiple listening programs for different
environments
5 channels for maximum flexibility
Soft Noise Management™
Beep indicators for important functions
Automatic telecoil
Telecoil boost
Push button control of hearing instrument functions
Volume Control
FM compatibility

High-end fitting
software

Open up a new world
of fitting possibilities with
the perfect combination of
Neo and OASIS plus.
The high performance fitting software
platform to ensure a perfect fit every time.

Intelligent software makes
your job easier.
First fit in as few as 3 mouse clicks
5 channel fitting accuracy with
5 MPO controls
Fine-tuning controls at your fingertips
TriQualizer™ for precise adjustment
3-D view of hearing instrument response
Interactive fine-tuning to support the
dialogue with your client
COSI for counselling and ensuring that
your client’s goals are met
NOAH link compatibility
Industry standard programming cables
and FlexConnect
Unified fitting flow with all Bernafon
digital hearing instruments

Neo and OASIS plus, the perfect combination of advanced hearing instruments
and high performance fitting software
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High-end benefits

Improved
hearing in noisy
situations

Optimal
hearing for
any environment

Connected to the world

Directional microphones with active microphone
matching, proven technology to enhance the
perception of speech in noise
Adaptive Noise Reduction in 8 frequency bands
to improve listening comfort and reduce fatigue
Compatibility with ear level FM equipment such
as LEXIS

Multiple listening programs that can be easily
customized for any need
Soft Noise Management™ to reduce the
intrusiveness of every day environmental sounds
NAL NL1 fitting rationale, adjusted to your client
with the Client Experience Level

Comfort

Ease of use
and reliability

OpenFit™ to reduce the occlusion effect and
give a natural sensation of hearing
Adaptive Feedback Cancellation, an automatic
active feedback cancellation system to search for
and eliminate annoying whistling
5 channels with independent controls to ensure
that sound levels are comfortable

European quality and design
Easy to use program selection with a push
button
Intelligent beep indicators for hearing instrument
functions
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High-end benefits

Problem
free fittings

Connected to the world

Easy to fit and powerful fine tuning with the
TriQualizerTM
Adaptive Feedback Cancellation without a
reduction of high frequency gain, to preserve
speech intelligibility
OASIS plus has a proven track record of stability
and reliability

Easy to explain

Great value
for money

Push button, for effortless access to hearing
instrument functions
Intuitive program handling, with beep indicators
Intelligence in the design and implementation of
the features

Neo, the best price/performance ratio in its class
High-end features to address the concerns
of your client
Opportunity for you to attract more clients

Innovative Hearing Solutions

Neo has tangible
client benefits

High-end client benefits

High-end features

Great sound quality

Innovative technology

Listening comfort

Adaptive Noise Reduction

No occlusion

OpenFit™

No whistling

Adaptive Feedback Cancellation

Speech understanding in noise

Directional microphones, FM compatibility

Features that were once too expensive for many of your clients are now accessible.

Connected to the world

A full range of hearing instruments for virtually any requirement
Hearing Instrument

OSPL90, Peak /
dB SPL [Earsim]

Full-On Gain,
Peak/dB [Earsim]

Battery
size

Local controls

Neo 102 BTE

128

64

13

Push button+Volume control

Neo 105 BTE DM

127

66

13

Push button+Volume control

Neo 112 BTE

136

76

13

Push button+Volume control

Neo 202 ITE

129

62

13

Push button+Volume control

Neo 352 HS (US/CAN only)

124

56

312

Push button+Volume control

Neo 322 ITC

124

56

312

Push button+Volume control

Neo 355 HS DM (US/CAN only)

122

54

312

Push button+Volume control

Neo 315 ITC DM

122

54

312

Push button+Volume control

Neo 302 ITC

120

50

312

Push button+Volume control

Neo 301 ITC

120

50

312

Push button

Neo 411 MC (Lab opt.)

114

45

10

Push button

Neo 401 CIC

114

45

10

Push button
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Neo, Connected to the world

Bernafon, provides a wide range of digital hearing systems that cover all of your client’s needs. All hearing
instruments are fit with OASIS plus – the single, intelligent fitting software for all Bernafon instruments.

www.bernafon.com
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